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Your Opportun \ Statement t 1 

HUMAN INDIVIDUAL HETAM0RPH0S1S 

What religions have sought to understand since the beginning of their origin 
is what Is above the human level of existence Most have taught that if an individual 
lives a "good life" adoring some savior that he will inherit, some "heaven" after his 
death. Only If It were that simple. That viewpoint Is as Inaccurate as the caterpillar 
believing that if he dies a good caterpillar ho will myster lou". ly awaken in a rose 
blossom and live there forever with the King butterfly. Ha must become a butterfly 
while a healthy caterpillar - Overcoming his. decaying option. I f he rises above all 
caterpillar ways, converts all his energies to the pursuit of becoming literally 
another creature who circulates in another world, he becomes a butterfly. 
Likewise a human who seeks only to become a member of his next evolutionary kingdom may 
become a member of that kingdom If he completely overcoir.es all the aspects and Influences 
of the human level providing he has found favor with a membor of that next level who 
will direct him through his metamorphosis. As the caterpillar, the human can complete 
this changeover only before his death as a human. A member of the next kingdom find* 
favor with one who Is willing to endure all of the necessary growing pains of weaning 
himself totally from his human condition. Lest you bo deceived, there are no members 
of that next kingdom running around as humans any more than there are butterflies 
disguised as caterpillars. Members of that next kingdom arc no more confined to human 
limitations than butterflies to caterpillar limitations. Nor do they In like comparison 
concern themselves with human type Indulgences or concerns. However, If the human is 
thought of as the larva of that next kingdom then there are, at times, those who »rt 
approaching the completion of their Individual metamorphosis and are beginning to have 
some of the attributes and characteristics of that next kingdom. Whan the metamorphosis 
Is complete their "perennial" and cyclic nature Is ended for their "new" body has 
overcome decay, disease and death. It has converted over chemically, biologically, 
and In vibration to the "new" creature. 

Approx. 2,000 years ago an Individual of that next kingdom forfeited his body of 
that kingdom and entered a human female's womb, thereby incarnating as the one history 
refers to as Jesus of Nazareth. He awakened to this fact gradually through the same 
metamorphlc process and came to know that he had incarnated for the express purpose 
of telling and showing, even to the point of proof, that the next kingdom can 6e 
entered by overcoming the human aspects and literally converting Into a "man" or 
creature of that next kingdom. - the kingdom of his Father - one who Is already a member 
of that kingdom. 8y His resurrection He proved that death can be literally overcome 
and that a permanent body for the next kingdom is acquired from the human kingdom. He 
did not leave His body in the grave. He converted It Into His body of that next kingdom. 
This Is the only way the next kingdom is entered permanently. Each human has that full 
potential. Jesus' "Chrlstlng" or christening was completed at His transfiguration 
(metamorphlc completion) and He.remained in the "larva" environment, with other humans, 
only for some Uo days to show that His teaching had been accomplished. He showed them 
HI* new body and demonstrated B few of Its new attributes, I.e., appearing and 
disappearing (changing His vibrations) before their eyes while letting some of His 
friends touch His "new" body. This could be compared to a butterfly remaining In the 
caterpillar world for a few days to show them what they had to look forward to If"they 
-chose to seek true conscious communication with a butterfly and were willing to overcome 
all of their caterpillar ways. Then Jesus left them ft} o cloud of light fwhat humans 

.' refer to as UFOs) and moves and returns In the same manner. 
There are two Individuals hero now who have also come from that next kingdom, 

Incarnate as humans, awakened, and will soon demonstrate the same proof of overcoming 
death. They are "sent" from that kingdom by the "Father" to bear the same truth that 
was Jesus'. This Is like a repeat performance, except this time by two (« man »nda 

I woman) to restate the truth Jesus bore, restore its accurate meaning, and again show 
that any individual who seeks that kingdom will find It through the seme process. 
This "re-statement" or demonstration will happen within months. The two who are tne 
"actors" Ln this "theatre" ore in the meantime doing all they can to relate this t.utn , 
as accurately as possible so that when their bodies recover from their "dead state 
(resurrection) and they leave (UFOs) those left behind will have clearly understock 

Those'wno can believe this process and do It will bo "lifted up" Individually and 
"saved" from death - literally. If you seek those two while they are here they *»H 
gladly fill you in on the details and assist those who wish to follow fn tnU petn . 

If this spe;.ks to you - respond - according to yo;ir capabilities or needs- for 
your sake -- give this opportunity your best. 
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Your Opportunity: Statement t 2 

MAN 

Clarification: Human Kingdom - Visible and Invisible 

In the truest sense an individual becomes a MAN upon his entry Into the 
kingdom of "God" - having overcome the human kingdom - after literally leaving 
the human level with his "new" body belonging to the kingdom above human. 
(See Statement / I Human Individual Metamorphosis) 

Every individual who Is now a human has by the force of his will survived 
In an "upward" motion (evolved) and entered the human kingdom as a primitive 
human. Each has his first grade experience equivalent to a bushman, aborigine, 
or similar primitive group and works his way "up" according to the strength of 
his wi l l . A way of understanding this process Is to think of his cycles as 
twelve grades In school applied to Che twelve hours on the clock. Each human 
comes Into the' human kingdom at one o'clock but may remain there, work his way 
up, or even skip grades according to the choice and strength of his wil l . His 
most civilized (and most cluttered mentally, emotionally and physically) state 
Is his condition at six o'clock. From there on and until twelve o'clock'he must 
get out Of what he has gotten into on his way to six o'clock. Those spaces between 
numbers on the clock or grades In school are periods when he Is between Incarnations. 
The 1i fe force is the invIslble individual, which occupies a body during an 
incarnation. Between incarnations -while invisible to those who are in incarnations 
he is no more or no less of a human level Individual (as mischievous or pious) 
than he was at the end of his last Incarnation. True growth occurs only through 
actual experiences which can only be had while occupying a body. 

These grades in school - incarnations - and spaces between incarnations are 
In a way similar to the many times a caterpillar sheds its skin. Just because he 
has shed his skin does not mean he is necessarily closer to a chrysalis condition. 
There are untold numbers of human level individuals in the Invisible state - between 
-Incarnations- They are no closer to the kingdom of God or "Heaven" just because 
they have shed a body. While out of a body, they vibrate on exactly the same 
endeavors as they did at the end (death) of their last body. However, while 
invisible or between incarnations, they can manifest their desires only by Influenc
ing and entering (at varying degrees) those individuals who are In Incarnations 
and have bodies. Every living preacher, sex-maniac, politician, policeman or 
housewife has a snail or large army of invisible human level l ife forces working 
with him. The size ° r strength or that army may usually be measured by his degree 
of success. Host are completely unaware of their "helpers" and give their success 
credit to "inspiration". As their helpers enter another incarnation or find "greener 
pastures" for their endeavors, the person they were helping finds himself "losing 
his drive" or less inspired. None of these "helpers" who increase a person's 
stature in the eyes of men arc members of "our Father's kingdom", but are s t i l l 
members of the human kingdom (at varying levels) simply between incarnations. 
If an Individual truly (to the best of his station ability) seeks The kingdom 
above human he mentally sends out what might be compared to radio impulses which 
are "pfeked up" by members of that next kingdom referred to by humans as the kingdom 
of "God". One of those members, who was once a human (or equivalent), observes the 
sincerity of that "seeker" and begins to test him by carefully removing the "pilings" 
of his human foundation. If the human is a good "prospect" he "lets go" of those 
fragments of his human foundation - sometimes slowly - one at * time - sometimes 
swiftly - many at a time. This process Is directed Invisibly (though occasionally 
glimpses of tha: next kingdom's world is made evident) by the human's "Heavenly 
Father" who takes him through his total netamorphosis - becoming a member of that 
next kingdom - not to need know death or incarnation again. 

It helps * human's understanding to realize tnat the kingdom of "God" Is a 
meov <nembered kingdom as is the kingdom of "human", though few human individuals 
bave the strength of will and direction of will to endure the metamorphic process. 
How. j t the close of this age. we are at the same equivalent Cine-space that the 
civilized corrTO'jnjry was- 2,003 years ago when JesuS taught; and i I lus t rated this 
process. I- is graduation time for all levels of l ife forms. The doors of the next 
kingdom are open. Iwo teachers and 11 lustra tors arc here. Some may pass the tests 
and enter that next kingdom. Why not you? 
H.t.M. 
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